West Virginia Nursing Academy
Permission to Mentor Form
A Collaborative Effort of the West Virginia Center for Nursing and

During the FACILITY NAME West Virginia Nursing Academy, a Registered Nurse (RN)
will be assigned to your child as a mentor. The mentor will be a knowledgeable RN who
will assist in guiding and helping your child understand how to develop a career path
toward professional nursing. Mentoring is a process used in schools to encourage
improved academic performance. Mentors give direction, encouragement, and
suggestions that can enhance education in young students.
Your child will work with their mentor throughout the three day academy. Even after the
Academy has ended, your child may choose to continue this mentor relationship. Your
child may receive emails or phone calls from the mentor during the Academy and
afterwards.
FACILITY NAME requires your understanding and permission for your child to be
assigned a mentor. Please read and sign the following consent if you agree to this
condition of the West Virginia Nursing Academy.
I understand that during my child's participation during the West Virginia Nursing
Academy that they will be assigned an adult mentor who is an RN. I understand that the
mentor's role is to provide career guidance and assist my child in understanding how to
develop a career path toward professional nursing. I understand that mentoring is a
process for encouraging my child to improve performance and excel in life. A mentor
will be giving directions and offering suggestions that my child may use to help enhance
their education.
I also understand that this mentor relationship with my child may continue after the
Academy has ended.
I understand that my child's mentor may have conversation by phone or emial with my
child during and after the Academy in order to continue to help my child reach a nursing
career goal.
I agree that FACILITY NAME holds no responsibility or commitment related to any
continuation of the mentor relationship with my child after the conclusion of the
Academy.

Certification

I have read the above agreement and agree to all statements. I have discussed
the above mentor agreement with my child.

Parent/Guardian Name: _________________________________________________________________

Parent/Guardian Signature: _______________________________________ Date: __________________

